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POST/MORTEM ..>> Sonia Jose, a Bangalore (India) based artist says �My photographs served as relics of the past to
trigger the memories and re-live the experiences I was too overwhelmed at the actual time they happened to be a
part of. What most aided to make sense of the experience however wasn't that of being in that place or the latter
reflection after I came back home, but the time it took between both to make sense of the experience. Just like
how when one sends a post card; without the time it takes to travel, the communication would not be complete
between sender and receiver.� Here �Post/Mortem� becomes the re-examination of past experience. A living expe-
rience is objectified through photography and then is reconfigured through recollection.

>>German born Christian Wulffen�s work, as Nikolai Forstbaur puts it, � proves to be a constant estimation and
measurement: of his own action, of the possiblities of artistic utterence, of the location, of the art system. It
soon appears that the balance of presentation and analyses loses impact as the presentation itself takes on an ana-
lytical character.� Here the process of �Post/Mortem� becomes synchronous with the act of practice and presenta-
tion. There is a constant reconsideration present even within the immediacy of the photo.

>>Jason Yoh, a Cleveland (OH, USA) based artist too explores rememberance as a form of objectification. However
the burning Cuyahoga River is a communal memory rather than a personal one. One that is immediately poignant
as it brings up issues of industrial pollution and its resultant ecological crisis. A memory that is more easily forgot-
ten than commemorated.

>>While Sreshta Premnath (Bangalore, India), in �Site Seeing� attempts to formally deconstruct the �place� of the
postcard, its site constantly shifting one juxtaposed upon the other, Avinash Veeraraghavan (Bangalore, India)
explores the blank, black, text-side of his card as both a distillation of the image and a reflective surface upon
which every passing scene is reflected - a constant reflector of its shifting site.

>>H. L. Hix contributes two previously unpublished poems, both of which will be in his next book, Shadows of
Houses, which will be published next year by Etruscan Press. "The Prophets" appropriates and manipulates a sen-
tence from each of the biblical prophets, repeating them in a progression; "The Letters" does the same thing with
the new testament letters. Since the original authors whose words get deformed in them are long dead, they
seemed in some way suitable to the �Post/Mortem� theme.

-Sreshta Premnath (Editor)
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THE LETTERS

Creation submits to futility.
My innocence has not acquitted me.

Creation bows before futility:
we can do nothing against the truth.

Innocence will never acquit me.
Truth has made me your enemy.

Creation embodies futility:
try to find out what would satisfy god.
Still, my innocence tries to acquit me

so no third grief can shadow the second.
Against the truth we can do nothing.

Why live as if we belonged in the world?
Truth has made you my enemy.

Those who drink drink at night, those who sleep sleep.

Creation sounds futility�s laughter.
Some laugh when they drink, some laugh in their sleep.

My innocence acquits me of nothing:
the mystery of lawlessness at work,

a truth I can do nothing against.
Some people�s sins lead, others� sins follow.

Truth has made me your enemy.
Rekindle the divine flame within you:

try to learn what would make you a god.
All with me here send you greetings,

sure no third grief will shadow the second.
One thing more � prepare a guest room for me

to live as if I belonged in the world.
Change in the priesthood changes the law.
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Those who drink drink at night, then sleep, sleep.
Even demons believe, and shudder
not at lawlessness but at mystery.
Sustain yourself with fear through your exile.
Some people�s sins lead, others� follow.
God spared not even angels when they sinned,
so rekindle the divine flame in you.
Love neither the world nor what is in it.
All with me here send you warning
of the deceivers who riddle the world.
One more time prepare a guest room for me:
I will come and go as quickly as god.
Change in the priesthood changes the law.
Stars never ask how darkness was made.

First change the priesthood, then change the law
from hate the world to hate what is in it.
Even demons believe, and shudder
at the liars who populate the world.
Your fellows live on fear in their exile:
nourish them with fear worthy of god,
who did not spare angels when they sinned.
Light does not spare even wandering stars.

Love neither the world nor things in the world:
reject them in a way worthy of god.
Many deceivers have entered the world,
bringing darkness in which even stars hide.

Send them on in a way worthy of god,
wandering stars for whom darkness was made.
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THE PROPHETS

Who sows the wind shall reap the whirlwind.
Sun shall turn to bile and moon to blood.

The great houses all shall come to an end.

Who sows the wind shall reap the whirlwind.
They have set a trap who ate your bread.
When sun turns to bile and moon to blood

mariners will cry to their gods in fear.
Houses of ivory shall be destroyed

and mountains melt like wax near fire.

Who sows the wind shall reap the whirlwind.
Guard the towers. Watch the road. Gird your loins.

Sun shall thicken to bile, moon to blood.
Fig trees shall wither, no fruit grow on vines,

and the greatest houses come to an end,
their acreage strangled by thistle.

Who will set a trap will eat your bread.
Strong horses with their riders shall fall,

and sailors implore the waves in fear.
Gods babble and diviners always lie.

High mountains melt like wax near fire.
I may open doors, but not to the sky.

Guard the towers, watch the road, gird your loins.
The brave riders of horses shall fall,

the fig tree wither, and drought blast the vines.
The gods babble to diviners, who lie
while earth succumbs to the thistle.

I open doors, but none to the sky.

Despite their strong horses, riders shall fall.
Gods babble and all diviners lie:
I will open no doors to the sky.
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Grammatical elements which have no precise meaning per se,
and which are wholly sensitive in this respect to the context in which they occur.

That is, their movement is capable of considerable degrees of change,
depending on how they are used and where they occur.

They are totally context sensitive and distinguished from all other constituents of the linguistic code
solely by their compulsory reference to the given message.

Shifters indicate the extent to which all meaning is context sensitive,
and the limited access to to so-called "general meaning" that any communication can have.

A class of signs in which the pragmatic and sematic modes are linked in the same categories,
segmentable and isolable simultaneously in at least two functional modes,

one referential, one not...
This kind of presupposing referential index has also been called a shifter, because
the reference "shifts" regularly, depending on the factors of the speech situation.

indicial symbols representing conventionally and referring existentially to an utterance
I means the person uttering I

Shifter is a magazine that focuses on bringing together work by artists/ poets/ writers/ de-
signers topically. The work may be text and/or image based and may also be submitted in
the form of proposals, anything that is specific to the format of a magazine page is accept-

able. Please check Shifter�s website for details on the topic of the next issue -
http://www.af-ds.com/shifter

If you have any questions or criticism please email - shiftermagazine@yahoo.com

Our address is:

Shifter Magazine
>>c/o Sreshta Premnath
>>167 AECS Layout Stage 1
>>Sanjay Nagar 1st cross,
>>Bangalore - 560094

>>India

Tel: 91-9880197770

91-80-23415266


